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ABSTRACT A very rapid and i t method for sorting
and ordering large numbers of clones is prested. This
top-down mapping approach divides the entire ordering prob-
lem into many smaller tasks and analyzes in paraflel a gridded
membrane array of clones by hybridization with probe pools.
The strategy was tested on a 15-fold-coverage Schizosaccharo-
mycespombe cosmid library. About 1600 clones wereaned
to chromosomes and to regions defined by the Not I and Sfi I
restriction maps. Then, the clones were ordered into 20 contigs,
which is consistent with statistical expectations for the degree
of genome coverage used. The parallel ordering of clones and
the computer-based analysis of digitized images make this
approach very efficient; it is about 8-fold faster than existing
methods. Only 61 hybridizations were needed to order 1600
clones.

Several large-scale genome mapping and sequencing projects
have been launched. These require sorting of large numbers
of clones into specific genomic regions and the ordering of
overlapping clones. Currently, ordered libraries are built
mostly by fingerprinting individual clones and matching
overlapping fingerprinting patterns. These procedures ana-
lyze clones one at a time, but extensive automation allows
large numbers of clones to be handled fairly conveniently.
We have been exploring the use of purified genomic DNA
fragments in hybridizations to libraries arrayed on filters, as
a rapid and simple way to pool clones into regions. As a model
system for this top-down genome mapping, the yeast Schizo-
saccharomyces pombe is particularly convenient for several
reasons. Complete Not I and Sfi I restriction maps and a
genetic map with 270 genes are available (1-3). The three S.
pombe chromosomes and the Not I and Sfi I restriction
fragments can be readily purified by pulsed-field gel electro-
phoresis (PFG; refs. 4-6). S. pombe avoids some of the
complications raised by the genomic complexity and re-
peated sequences of higher organisms. However, mapping
strategies and techniques proven useful for S. pombe should
be adaptable to larger genome projects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cosmid Library and High-Density Cosmid Filters. The

cosmid library was obtained from M. Yanagida (Kyoto
University). This library was made using S. pombe strain 975
h+ genomic DNA that was partially digested with Sau3Al
and cloned into the BamHI site of the vector sCos-1 LEU2
(7). Of 6000 clones picked into 96-well microtiter plates; a
subset of 1728 was used for mapping. With a mean insert size
of 40 kb, the subset represents a 5-fold redundant genome
coverage (8). The probability of finding any given genomic
DNA sequence in this subset is about 99% (8). Colonies were
spotted onto nylon membranes (Hybond N, 8 cm x 10 cm;

Amersham) with a 96-tip gridding device (Instrument Shop,
Washington University, St. Louis) at adensity of 11 clones per
cm2. The subset of clones was spotted on two small mem-
branes, each comprising 864 clones. The membranes were
transferred onto LB agar containing ampicillin (25 g/mIl) and
colonies were grown at 3rC to a diameter of 2 mm (9). Cells
were lysed essentially as described by Nizetic et al. (10). The
membranes were placed onto Whatman paper soaked sequen-
tially in 0.5 M NaOH and 1.5 M NaCl, and cells were lysed in
a steaming water bath at 850C. Membranes were neutralized
with 1 M Tris HCl, pH 7.2/1.5 M NaCl and gently submerged
in 50 mM Tris HCl, pH 8.5/50 mM EDTA/100 mM NaCl/1%
(wt/vol) sodium N-lauroylsarcosine with Proteinase K (250
pHg/ml; Boehringer Mannheim), to remove cell debris. Mem-
branes were air dried at room temperature, and DNA was
fixed with 254-nm light (1.2 x 10-7 J; UV Stratalinker 2400,
Stratagene).

Preparation ofDNA Probes. Unsheared S. pombeDNA was
prepared in agarose (6). S. pombe chromosomal DNA and
macro restriction fragments were fractionated by PFG on a
Pulsaphor (Pharmacia LKB; ref. 5) or a CHEF Mapper
(Bio-Rad; ref. 11) (Fig. 1). DNA fragments were purified from
agarose by treatment with agarose (Sigma) or by using 8M NaI
(SpinBind DNA extraction procedure, FMC). Random pools
ofprobes were isolated from S. pombe genomicDNA digested
with frequently cutting restriction enzymes [i.e., Xba I, Nhe
I, and EcoRI pools encompassing 11-40 kilobases (kb), 12-40
kb, 0.6-2.8 kb, and 0.4-5.3 kb, respectively], fractionated by
field-inversion gel electrophoresis (11). Probe pools were
isolated by slicing the gel lanes into 5-mm pieces. DNA probe
pools were used directly or after amplification with tagged
random primer polymerase chain reaction (T-PCR, ref. 12). In
this procedure, two rounds of PCR are first done by using
primers with constant tagged 5' end and a random 3' end:
5'-GTTTTCCCAGTCACGAC(N)9-3'. Unbound primers are
removed by gel filtration, and the remaining DNA is PCR
amplified by using the constant tag as a primer: 5'-
GTTTTCCCAGTCACACGAC-3'. DNA probes were labeled
either by random priming or by adding the labeled nucleotide
[a-32P]dCTP (3000 Ci/mmol; 1 Ci = 37 GBq) to the PCR
mixture (13). Clones used as probes have been described (2)
except for JaS (J. B. Fan and C.L.S., unpublished results).
Overnight hybridizations (14) used about 0.5-1 pg ofprobe in
25 ml of buffer (specific activity > 109 dpm/pg). Results were
visualized on x-ray film (Kodak X-Omat AR) at several
exposure times for optimum detection of weak and strong
signals (9).
Data Processing and Analysis. Autoradiographs were digi-

tized with a charge-coupled-device camera (model 6500,
Cohu, San Diego) and analyzed with IMAGEPROPLUS software
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FiG. 1. Multiplex cosmid hybridizations. DNA probes were chromosome I (A), chromosome 11 (B), regional-assignment pool consisting of
Sfi I fragments K and L (C), local-assignment pool of 15- to 18-kb Xba I fiagments (D), linking-probe pool of 0.8- to 1-kb HindIll restriction
fragments (E), and probe pool of nine single-copy sequences (F) (see text).

(Media Cybernetics, Silver Spring, MD). Digitized images
(8-bit) were merged with a customized digital gray value mask
that matched the shape and position of the clones. The mean
gray values of these areas, representing the signals of the
individual clones, were subsequently calculated. Data were
collected on a Sun SPARC station IPC and analyzed with
software written in C language (Sun Microsystems, Mountain
View, CA). Basic statistical tests and database operations
were performed within the Lotus 123 spreadsheet software
(Lotus Development, Cambridge, MA). Gray values were
converted into actual signals with a calibration film exposed
to a membrane with a series of defined amounts of label.
Signals were normalized to compensate for differences in
cosmid copy numbers and colony growth, by hybridizations
with labeled vector DNA. Results from different probes and
filters were adjusted by comparing their distribution of signal
intensities, using positive and negative signals as fixed points.

Individual hybridization signals were converted into a
binary negative (0) or positive (1) format with a noise filter
and signal peak detection software that determines a thresh-
old value from the calculated baseline of the individual
signals. On the basis of these data, clones were divided into
subsets according to chromosome and regional origin. Next,
likelihood calculations based on the trinomial model (8) were
used to determine the local assignment and the probability of
overlap of pairs of clones. Three types of observations were
considered for each probe and each pair of clones: (i) both
clones hybridized to a probe (+ +), (ii) just one of the two

clones hybridized to the probe (+ -), and (iii) none ofthe two
clones hybridized to the probe (--). First, the regional
subsets were further divided into pairs of clones with a >1
likelihood ratio for the same local assignment-i.e., the
clones came from the same small region ofthe genome (probe
pools of 20-60 kb). Finally, the likelihood ratio [L(@)] of
overlap (0) versus nonoverlap (N) for the fraction of overlap
0 < 0 < 1 was calculated for these pairs ofclones (probe pools
of 0.4-8 kb). The equations used are

p(++IN) = (1 - q)2
p(+-IN) = 2q(1 - q)
p(--IN) = q2
p(++10) = 1 - p(+-IO) - p(--10)
p(+-10) = 2(1 - qq-)q
p(--IO) = q2q-e,

where (1 - q) is the hybridization frequency of the individual
probe.

L(@) = fl71[x(n)IO]/p[x(n)IN],
n

where x(n) denotes the respective observation for probe n.
The order of the clones was reconstructed on the basis of

the likelihood ratios with a newly developed assembly rou-
tine. The algorithm is based on the concept that the unlimited
weight WM of a two-dimensional symmetrical matrix of
pairwise likelihood ratios is the most likely order of the
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clones. The weight of each element no of the matrix is the
product of the distance to the diagonal of the matrix and the
likelihood ratio L(O) of the clone ij. The weight WM of the
entire matrix is the sum of the weights of all elements above
the diagonal.

Wij= Ii -jIL(O)U.

WM = E >. WU.
j>i i

The clones are originally in a random order. WM is mini-
mized by attempting to exchange the position of the leftmost
clone with each other clone, successively. Any exchange
which increases WM is rejected. Any exchange which de-
creases WM is accepted, and then the new leftmost clone is
tested in a similar pairwise fashion. If no exchanges of the
leftmost clone decrease WM, the second leftmost clone is
tested, and so on until no exchanges can be found which
decrease WM further. The minimum tiling path is determined
by a repeated two-step procedure: (i) moving horizontally
from the diagonal to the right until L(@) ' F (the cutoff value
F was set to 1 in our evaluation) in the next field (ni+i) and
(ii) moving vertically from nV to the diagonal no. Clonej is the
next member of the path. Gaps are identified by L(O)ii+l s F
values.

RESULTS
Strategies. Our fast top-down mapping approach has four

key features. (i) High-density cosmid filters were used to
allow rapid parallel analysis of all clones. (ii) DNA reagents
of different complexity were used to assign clones to small
regions of the genome to reduce the number of possible
configurations ofN clones (N!). In practice, individual clones
were first assigned to chromosomes and regions defined by
the Not I and Sfi I fragments. Then, collections of genome
restriction fragments in the size range 20-60 kb extracted
from agarose gels were used to subdivide the clones into even
smaller bins. (iii) Pools of probes were used for multiple
simultaneous local assignments and clone linking, instead of
analysis of clones one by one with single probes. On average,
each clone was detected several times in the set of all probe
pools for a particular restriction digest. (iv) Probes were
multiplexed. For example, a prior chromosome assignment
allows the parallel use of one macro restriction fragment from
each of the chromosomes in all subsequent hybridizations.
Prior regional assignments in turn would make it possible, in
principle, to use larger numbers of even smaller fragments
from each region in parallel. However, since a high-
resolution S. pombe restriction map was not available, ran-
dom pools of fragments were used instead to determine clone
overlaps.
Comparison of S. pombe Maps. The physical Not I and Sfi

I maps of S. pombe strain 975 h+ are almost identical to the
maps of strain 972 he (2). Only some differences in fragment
sizes were detected. The chromosome II telomeric Sfi I
fragment Land the overlapping Not I fragment C of strain 975
h+ were 25 kb smaller than the corresponding fragments of
strain 972 h-. Major size differences for the rDNA-containing
Sfi I fragments D and P of chromosome III were also noticed.
Both fragments were -650 kb in strain 975 h+ as opposed to
242 and 915 kb, respectively, in strain 972 h-. Such poly-
morphisms were also detected in many other S. pombe
strains (J. B. Fan and C.L.S., unpublished data); they may
reflect changes in rDNA copy numbers.
A recently published S. pombe genome restriction map

(1G) differs from our maps (1, 2) in several respects. This map
has two additional small Sfi I fragments (6 and 7.2 kb) and size
differences in the telomeric Sfi I fragments of chromosome

III. The latter differences may reflect rDNA polymorphisms.
Another difference is the order of Sfi I fragments F, I, and 0
on the short arm of chromosome I. Our proposed order of
restriction fragments (1, 2) was confirmed by the clone
regional assignments described below. For example, in our
map Sfi I ragmient 0 is contained within Not I fragment E.
All the clones detected by hybridization with Sfi I fragment
O were also detected by hybridization with Not I fragment E.
In contrast, Mizukami et al. (15) report that Sfi I fragment 0
is contained within Not I fragment F. However, none of the
clones detected by hybridization with Sfi I fragment 0 were
detected with a Not I fragment F probe. This result is
consistent with the fragment order given by us. A similar
analysis of clone assignments for Sfi I fragments F and I also
supports our map order.

Regional Probes and Pools of Probes. A total of 61 regional
probes and pools ofprobes were hybridized to the arrayed S.
pombe cosmid library. Chromosomes and restriction fiag-
ments separated by PFG showed informative and specific
hybridization patterns. With the exception of 17S rDNA,
which was present in all PFG fractions, no contamination
with DNA from other regions was detected. Weak cross
hybridization of other repetitive sequences and presumably
conserved sequences, such as tRNA, to host DNA was
noticed in some cases. This added nonspecific signals, par-
ticularly to clones with little vector DNA. In general, how-
ever, most positive clones could be readily identified. For
example, Fig. 1 A and B demonstrate that most of the clones
can be assigned to either chromosome I or chromosome II of
S. pombe by simple visual inspection. However, computer
analysis of digitized autoradiographs was used for more
precise determination and processing of hybridization sig-
nals. Pools of probes that yield a positive signal with 50o of
the clones would theoretically be most informative and would
require the least number of hybridizations to order all the
clones. In practice, probe pools were isolated from gel slices
of genomic digests with frequently cutting restriction en-
zymes, fractionated by field-inversion gel electrophoresis
(16). This yielded pools that hybridized to 10% up to 60% of
the clones, with a mean of about 30%. Probe pools showed
specific hybridization signals similar to those seen with
regional probes (Fig. 1). Fragments that were located at the
border of two slices were found in both pools. An additional
pool of nine known S. pombe markers was used to link clones
and to orient the genetic (3) and physical maps. Repetitive
DNA sequences such as rDNAs, centromeric DNA, and long
terminal repeats (LTRs) were also considered as pools of
probes (3, 17).

Regional Assignment. Clones were assigned first to chro-
mosomes and then to regions. About 86% of the clones were
unambiguously assigned to one of the three chromosomes.
Only 11.5% and 2.5% of the clones, presumably containing
repetitive DNA sequences, were assigned to two or three
chromosomes, respectively. About 2% of the 1728 clones did
not grow on the filter; another 2% did not contain an insert.
The number of clones assigned to the individual regions
usually agreed with the expected numbers calculated from
the size of the regions. Deviations are most likely due to
errors.in fragment size determination, imprecise alignment of
the Not I and Sfi I maps, and, for the most part, the random
distribution of clones in the S. pombe genome. More than
92% of the clones were assigned to just one region of the
genome. The remainder contained linking clones of two
adjacent regions and clones with uninterpretable multiple
assignments. These ambiguities were eliminated in the sub-
sequent steps of local assignment and the determination of
overlaps.

Reconstruction of Clone Order. The order of the clones was
reconstructed with the algorithm described in Materials and
Methods and was compared with results obtained with rou-
tines developed at the Lawrence Livermore National Labo-
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ratory (8), the iterative contig assembly (ICA) routine of the
Los Alamos National Laboratory, and the ODS software
(University of Georgia, Athens; refs. 18-20). All four assem-
bly routines ordered the clones into similar contigs. Differ-
ences in the short-range ordering within some contigs were
detected. Fig. 2 shows the reconstruction of the entire S.
pombe genome. Overall, the assembly of the cosmid clones
resulted in 20 contigs, leaving 17 gaps in the entire genome
(estimated to be 5.7 kb in size). These numbers are within the
range that was expected statistically (20). The order of some
clones within the rDNA repeat on chromosome III could not
be determined unambiguously, because these cosmid clones
were made up solely of repetitive DNA. The cosmid map and
the Not I and Sfl I restriction maps were aligned with linking
clones that overlap two adjacent fragments.

DISCUSSION
Up to now, the ordering of large numbers of clones has been
arduous. Only a few high-resolution maps of small genomes
have been published. The 13.8-megabase S. pombe cosmid
map presented here is one of the largest libraries ordered so
far. The problems involved in making an ordered library
increase much faster than a linear function of the number of
clones. Therefore, the separation of the entire ordering
problem into many small subsets by prior regional assignment
proved to be very useful. This simplification was possible
because large DNA reagents such as chromosomes and
macrorestriction fragments gave specific hybridization re-
sults. In considering how to generalize this approach, sam-
ples that contain more repetitive DNA, such as Alu se-
quences in human DNA, will result in less specific hybrid-
ization. This problem should be solvable by an improved data
analysis procedure. Even done manually, we estimate that
with the procedures and software now developed =6 person-
months-an 8-fold reduction of time-would suffice for the
entire S. pombe map.
Only 61 hybridizations were needed to order the library,

indicating the efficiency and speed of this approach. Calcu-
lations suggest that larger genome libraries could be ordered
with a slightly increased number of hybridizations (about 80
probes might be needed for a 40-megabase target). A preex-
isting macrorestriction map was useful in the cosmid map-
ping, but it is not a prerequisite. For example, large yeast
artificial chromosomes (YACs) or unordered restriction frag-
ments could be used as DNA reagents to bin cosmid clones.
The clones in each bin would then be ordered by probe pools
as described above. In turn, overlapping YACs would be
identified by co-hybridizing cosmids and restriction frag-
ments. This information would order the cosmids, YACs, and
genomic restriction fragments. In addition to the probe pools
described here, the inclusion of degenerate oligomer probes
(21) should complement nicely our top-down approach.
Two additional S. pombe cosmid maps have been con-

structed by different approaches (15, 22). All maps have
similar resolution, genome coverage, and number of gaps.
Comparisons are difficult because of the absence of Sfi I data
in one map, differences in the reported Sfi I maps (see above),
and the small number of identical markers used. However,
differences in the position and number of repeated sequences
(LTR, 5S rDNA, 17S rDNA) were noticed. For example,
Hoheisel et al. (22) report that some additional 17S rDNA
copies are present on chromosome I and II, whereas the two
other maps confine this marker to the two large 17S rDNA
repeats on chromosome III. Another discrepancy is the
number of LTRs on chromosome III, ranging from 8 to 17
copies.

The completion of maps poses a general problem with any
approach. A 5-fold-genome-coverage library appears to be a
good compromise between the number of clones that have to
be analyzed and the number ofgaps that remain to be closed.
The gaps in ourmap should be resolvable in several ways: the
clones at the edges of gaps could be hybridized to a mem-
brane with the additional 4000 clones from the same library
or from libraries which use different cloning sites or different
cloning vectors.
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